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“HyperMotion Technology is a seismic shift in the way FIFA simulators are built,” said Alen Petrović, Executive Producer on FIFA. “We’ve worked hard to make sure every subtle movement of your players produces a realistic result. FIFA on your TV or on your console feels so visceral and authentic, and now we’re
pushing that experience even further.” With the release of FIFA 22, fans will be able to experience the subtle details and the realism of “HyperMotion Technology” by watching an animated, full-motion video of the game. The video, which covers just the two halves of the simulated game, features movement data
captured from six players (3-for-3-for-3) in the middle of a full-on game of football, and it’s narrated by Mustafa Eren, Head of FIFA on Xbox. “FIFA 22 is a huge game, a complete football experience. It’s not just about playing with real-life players and trying to score goals; it’s also about managing your team, strategy,
tactics and the complete arc of the game,” said Eren. “We’ve worked hard to bring the immersive ‘HyperMotion Technology’ experience to life in our game. It’s a revolution in football gaming.” In FIFA 22, the goals, plays and tactics on the pitch have been improved to make the game feel more realistic, visceral and
intuitive. All 22 players featured in the video above scored their team’s first goal of the simulation. That means every goal of the game was scored in a tactical sequence with at least one touch, tackle and aerial duel. Each action has been recreated using motion capture data to accurately replicate the player’s
movements with more than 80,000 positions of data for each player in motion capture suits. The intro video features players like Roberto Firmino, Artur and Kevin de Bruyne, among others, who were all filmed using the same method. The action is captured in 360°, making it possible to simulate different camera
angles, height, and field orientation, replicating camera movement, altitude and viewing position in a virtual pitch. High-definition, ultra-fast real-time motion capture data was captured using seven optical cameras. Fans can view the game from a variety of cameras, and play in any aspect and orientation on

Features Key:

Team of the Year 2019: Add your favourite club stars to your build and use your regional bonuses to create the best team possible.
New Player Experience: Embark on your Pro’s journey with a deeper progression system, equipment, boots, and kits. Pre-game, build tactics, use rapid-fire matches, and take part in Massive Matches to achieve iconic results.
Play Your Way: FIFA veterans and new fans will experience gameplay that more closely resembles real-life football. In this mode, players can now do more with FIFA’s ball physics system, meaning you can more effectively control the flight of the ball.
Into the World’s Game: A complete rework of the networking system lets you enter and leave the virtual locker rooms of 202 different stadiums.
True Player Abilities: Great performances in the pre-game ritual will feel more authentic as you step on the pitch to a soundtrack featuring popular music, as well as the emotional sounds of real fans in the stands.
Gigantic Matches and Tournaments: Play virtual tournaments with AI opponents in 6v6 and 32v32 games, all running in real-time with historic movies and goals that are accurate to real events.
New Ways to Score: Build a better player by effectively attacking and completing combination moves. In-game tactics, presets, and training modes deliver the methods to use your player’s unique abilities to maximum effect.
Brand-New Matchday Experience: Set the tone for an entire match with pre-match presentation, decisive action, and key moments throughout the match.
New Leadership System: Build relationships with managers, set principles, and hold the key to unlocking a whole new level of entertainment.
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FIFA is the pinnacle of association football video gaming and is home to the best players, clubs, and teams from around the globe. FIFA is currently the biggest selling sports video game franchise of all time. FIFA 20 takes the core gameplay that made FIFA the award-winning franchise and gives you even more ways
to score, pass, and control the game. FIFA 20 delivers an unprecedented level of ball intelligence with a fresh, new style of gameplay and in-depth tactical planning and goal-scoring. Social features: What's new in FIFA 22? Social features such as Player Demand, and My Teams make FIFA a more social experience
than ever, while new Unique Challenges and Be A Legend allow you to connect with other players and truly be a star. Gameplay: What's new in FIFA 22? New dribbling moves, offsides, new free kicks, and more ways to dictate the outcome of the game through the arts of set play and counter-pressing. This also
includes ‘Direct Play’ and goal celebrations, which take the in-game reactions into the real-world. Tactics and training: What's new in FIFA 22? The game’s brand new Be A Pro mode is set in a virtual stadium and puts the player in control as he guides a team through matches and plays against other clubs and
international teams. FIFA 22 adds four new leagues: England, France, Germany, and Australia, and all 29 national teams, meaning you’ll have the most game-like experience yet in FIFA. Deeper club storylines and new player progression: What's new in FIFA 22? Clubs around the world have new player history stories,
new team chemistry features, and new player progression tools to help make your journey in your club more meaningful. Live Events: What's new in FIFA 22? Live events allow you to join real players online and compete in their clubs live to become the next star of the game. Accelerated Career Mode: What's new in
FIFA 22? With the new Accelerated Career Mode, you’ll have the opportunity to speed through the game’s career mode with a new set of boosts to help you get to the top. As you progress through the game, you’ll unlock the chance to level up, improve your attributes and customize your name, as well as collect new
items and equipment. FIFA Ultimate Team: What's new in FIFA 22? EA SPORTS has bc9d6d6daa
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Unleash your creativity with a new way to build your dream squad. Experience the next generation of the game’s most popular mode. Choose the way you want to build your squad – make trades, auctions, or even the Community Draft. Test your skills against your friends in online and offline tournaments, just pick
up your controller and play. Pitch and Arena Control – Take complete control of your team’s pitch settings, create your own stadium, and build a team built to your own specifications. Create a team from almost any league and compare it with all 32 official leagues of the world. Online Seasons and Leagues – FIFA 22
introduces online Seasons and Leagues where you and your friends can compete on your favourite FIFA server. Live online Seasons and Leagues where you can jump into online friendlies, or create your own League, invite your friends, and play head-to-head with players from around the world. Compete in Custom
Leagues, where you can host online seasons for different stadium sizes, starting your season on the date of your choosing, and playing as many games per week as you wish. FIFA Ultimate Team – Ultimate Squad Goals – Your squad Goals can now be collected and combined to gain power boosts. Receive
competitive boosts from defeating your opponents with power-ups to unlock a new Squad Goal or reach gold level to start unlocking Squad Goals. Competition Filter – Manage your squad in the FIFA 22 Squad Ratings and Competition Filter to master the game, or test your skill against friendlies in the Number 1
Ranked and New Challengers Leagues. Online Friendlies – Go toe-to-toe in stadium battles as you face off against friends or opponents of varying skill levels in online friendlies. Use your power-ups to score free goals, gain defensive boosts, and unlock Squad Goals. MOTOR CARS Race the tracks in all-new Motor Cars,
take control of over 60 vehicles featuring new liveries and more than 40 improvements. New vehicle models, including the iconic Ford Mustang, as well as hybrid vehicles and performance vehicles, such as the Lamborghini Huracán and the Audi RS5, will allow you to dominate your friendlies. Improved cornering
control and steering improves the responsiveness of the cars. CAR CREATIONS Create the ultimate custom ride with your favourite cars in Career mode. Unlock and purchase more than 40 cars with unique liveries and performance capabilities to ensure you are the best

What's new in Fifa 22:

New Stadiums: New stadiums feature custom color palettes to capture the essence of an individual club. Up to five stadiums can be included on the player card in addition to the default stadium.
New Social Features: FUT includes new creativity tools, extended managing tools and a new league society.
New Customizability: Customise your players in a host of ways with extended customizer panel including new customization options such as being able to set the colour of buttons on shirts & kit
tabs. A player’s shirt style can even be changed for each kit worn by the player.
New Kit Profiles: Kit profiles provide more individuality to players with added tone to their kits for all nine kits. Each kits have a unique colour palette and tone and the colour palette and tone of
the kits can be changed. It is also possible to change the colour of away kit for players who wear it for the first time from the training ground. Improvements have been made to the player
highlight animations when taking a free kick and scoring a goal with multiple kits from a player. When wearing a kit, the shadows of the player are now constant and it also no longer diminishes
when the player is not in motion.
New Ball Physics: With FIFA 22, players will be able to control the movement and flight of the ball as they dream about.
New Team Performances: Experience more tactical nuance when attacking and defending with new Team Performances systems that allow you to tailor attacking strategies as well as managing
your backline.
New Tactical Defensives: Defend in all 45 degree angles as you change the defensive stance depending on the situation. The tactical defensive system will let you control your strategy in build-up
play and attack by knowing where your opponents will be and thus where you have to build your defensive shape. Guarding against opponents on the other flank will reward you with dynamic
gameplay.
New Tactical Attacking: Attack with more style and control with improved cues and dynamic AI to dictate the pace of the game. AI controlled teammates will always orientate towards the ball at
the right time, follow through runs and will loop and switch between players at the right time. You will be rewarded for zonal 
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The FIFA series is the world's most successful sports franchise, enjoyed by millions around the world. The FIFA series is the world's most successful sports franchise, enjoyed by millions around
the world. What is the FIFA series? 10th GENERATION – EA SPORTS FIFA EA SPORTS FIFA returns with FIFA football, bringing the game’s hallmark authenticity to new heights with 10th Gen
gameplay, improved visuals, new features and changes. FIFA will bring the game’s rich history and heritage to a new generation of gamers, with an expansive set of new features and gameplay
enhancements to deliver the most authentic football experience possible. EA SPORTS FIFA returns with FIFA football, bringing the game’s hallmark authenticity to new heights with 10th Gen
gameplay, improved visuals, new features and changes. FIFA will bring the game’s rich history and heritage to a new generation of gamers, with an expansive set of new features and gameplay
enhancements to deliver the most authentic football experience possible. What is the FIFA series? Experience all the emotion and action of the world’s favorite sport all from the comfort of your
sofa. Have you ever wanted to experience the thrill of scoring in the World Cup Final? Or watching the best club players in the world battle it out for the Premier League crown? FIFA 16 delivers a
true sense of place and atmosphere, with an unprecedented level of player personality, moments and emotion. Experience all the emotion and action of the world’s favorite sport all from the
comfort of your sofa. Have you ever wanted to experience the thrill of scoring in the World Cup Final? Or watching the best club players in the world battle it out for the Premier League crown?
FIFA 16 delivers a true sense of place and atmosphere, with an unprecedented level of player personality, moments and emotion. What is the FIFA series? Wondering if FIFA’s goalkeeping will be
improved or if FIFA will continue to be the most boring genre in gaming? We’re covering all the different games in the FIFA family here! No matter which FIFA game you’re talking about, feel free
to give it a whirl! FIFA 15, FIFA 16, FIFA 17, FIFA 18, FIFA 19, FIFA 20, FIFA 21, FIFA Ultimate Team. By the way, does FIFA finally get the Master League mode? Wondering if FIFA’s goalkeeping
will be improved or if FIFA will continue to be the most boring genre in gaming
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System Requirements:

Windows Vista SP1 64-bit or later. 3 GB of free RAM and 50MB of available hard disk space. 24-bit color depth. Microsoft DirectX 9.0c. Minimum resolution: 1024x768 (VRAM 256MB). Minimum OS:
Windows XP SP2 or later, Linux. Soundcard: DirectX Compatible Soundcard, ALC880 / ALS4000, Creative Audigy2 ZS, Microsoft Sound System, etc. 100MB free space on the
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